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ABSTRACT

This paper deals with Automatic Generation Control
(AGC) of a two area reheat thermal system with
modified area control error (ACEM) considering
operation of the system in the continuous-mode and
that of the controller in the discrete mode. ACEM is
the weighted sum of frequency deviation, tie-power
deviation and inadvertent interchange energy. Studies
show that the AGC-strategy based on ACEM provides
constancy of frequency and tie-power flow, zero steady
state error in inadvertent interchange energy and
negligible error in time error accumulation in the
steady state. Further the dynamic responses of the
system obtained with controllers based on ACEM are
close to the responses based on new area control error
( ACEN - Ref [2] ) but are much superior to the
corresponding responses achieved with controllers
based on conventional area control error.

INTRODUCTION

Automatic generation control (AGC) is defined as:
the regulation of power output of controllable
aen- aiors within a prescribed area in response to
•h , .(,;£ in system frequency, tie-line loading or a
;. Lition of these to each other, so as to maintain the
scheduled system frequency and / or the established
interchange with other areas within predetermined
limits. Cooperative assistance is one of the planned
benefit of interconnected operation. Two basic
inter-area regulating responsibilities are:

(1) when system frequency is on schedule, each area
is expected automatically to adjust its
generation to maintain its net transfer with
other areas on schedule, thereby absorbing its
own load variations. As long as all areas do so ,
scheduled systen frequency as well as net
interchange schedules for all areas are
maintained.

(2) when system frequency is off-schedule, because
one or more areas are not fullfilling their
regulating responsibilities, other areas are
expected automatically to shift their respective
net transfer schedules proportionally to the
systems frequency deviation and in direction to
assist: the deficient areas and hence restore
system frequency. The extent of each area's shift
of net interchange schedule is programmed by its
.frequency bias setting.

During abnormal or emergency periods, bulk power
transfers are automatically varied, intentionally,
with corresponding deviations in system frequency to
assist areas that are in need at that tine.

Failure of an area, within any designated period,
to fullfill the responsibilities results in
inadvertent interchange for disturbed area and
correspondingly for assisting areas, as well as
results in time error accumulation. Time error and
inadvertent interchange accumulations would also occur

due to errors in measurements of net interchange
and / or system frequency and errors in setting of
interchange and / or frequency schedules.

It is expected that individual areas will make
all responsilble, reasonable efforts to minimize time
error and inadvertent interchange accumulations, by
minimizing or eliminating the source causes.
Accumulations will nevertheless occur and there is a
need for correcting them.

Conventional net-interchange, tie-line bias
control strategy introduced nearly four decades ago in
all the areas of interconnected power system for the
regulation of bulk power transfers, has made major
contributions to the reliability and economy of
interconnected systems operations. Although tie-line
bias control strategy regulates the tie-power and
system frequency to scheduled values, it fails to
regulate the steady state values of inadvertent
interchange and time error accumulations to zero.

Literature survey shows that such corrections are
achieved by making appropriate off-sets in system
> frequency schedule to compensate for time error
accumulation and off-sets in the interchange schedules
to compensate for inadvertent interchange
accumulations [1].

These corrective measures are based on the
following postulates.

1. Off-seta made in system frequency schedule for
time error correction should preferably not
create deviations from net-interchange schedules
and

2. Off-set made in area net-interchange schedules
for inadvertent interchange correction should
preferably not cause deviations from system
frequency schedule, nor cause undesired deviation
from net-interchange schedule elsewhere on
system.

In accordance with the above postulates, the
corrective strategy adopted by the utilities is as
follows:

1. Periodically a system wide equal frequency
schedule off-set is made, at all the areas
manually on instructions from the central area,
designated to have system time keeping
responsibility.

2. Any two areas of an interconnected system which
find on communicating with each other that they
have inadvertent interchange accumulation in
opposite directions, make equal and opposite
bilateral net interchange schedule off-sets,
thereby reducing their respective accumulations.

Above mentioned time-error and inadvertent
interchange correction techniques has been used by the
utilities inspite of practical difficulties (i.e.
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requiring extensive and reliable system
communication).

Utilities are, therefore, looking forward for a
control strategy that not only maintains constancy of
frequency and desired tie-power flow but also achieves
zero steady state time error and inadvertent
interchange.

Kothari, Nanda et al [2] have introduced the
concept of new area control error (ACEN) which
regulates the steady (state values of inadvertent
interchange and time error accumulations to zero
effectively alongwith providing constancy of frequency
and tie-power flow.

The new area control error (ACEN) proposed by
Kothari, Nanda et.al[2] for the i area is defined as:

ACENi (1)

where i

I±

= Subscript referring to area i
=• New area control error in puMW
Frequency bias constant in puMW/Hz
Frequency deviation in Hz
; tie - power deviation in puMW

= Time error accumulation in seconds
Time error bias setting in puMW/sec.
; Inadvertent interchange bias setting in
second

• Inadvertent interchange accumulation in
puMW-sec.

= ACEi +<*. J ACEi dt (2)

where £± = 1/60/AF± dt and (3)

h = /APtiei dt W

ACE^ = Conventional area control error

Thus new area control error ACEN. is the weighted sun
of convential ACE± and integral of conventional ACE..

Incidently the model considered by Kothari, Nanda
et.al [2] is entirely in the discrete mode whereas in
reality the controller works in the discrete mode and
the system in the continuous mode. Hence, the
inference drawn by Kothari et al in their work based
on discrete mode analysis may not hold good for the
actual situation where the system operates in
continuous mode and the controller in the discrete
mode. In the present work an attempt is made to
explore a controller that can be more easily and
cheaply realized and yet can provide comparable
dynamic performance to that of the controller based
on new area control error. To achieve this objective a
modified area control error (ACEM) is suggested which
is expressed as the weighted sum of frequency,
tie-power flow and inadvertent interchange. Thus the
modified area control error (ACEM) assumes the form :

New are central error, ACEN.^ can be written as :

ACEN. =AP t i e i + B.AF. f ^ [ L + (a./X.) g. ]

Set a±/ot± = 60B

ACEN. = II

ACEMt =

Where i
ACEM.

t

+ Bi ^ F . +aC. I. (5)

= subscript referring to area m
•= modified area control error
= frequency bias constant
« frequency deviation
= tie-power deviation
= inadvertent interchange «• j4Pfc- jdt
•= inadvertent intrerchange bias
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Fig. 1 Transfer function model of a two - area reheat thermal system
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The main objectives of the present work are:

1. To optimize the new integral controller settings
based on modified area control error, choosing a
suitable new performance index.

2. To compare the dynamic performance of the system
with controller based on modified area control
error with those obtained with controllers based
on conventional area control error and on new
area control error.
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1.2 : Flow chart for digital simmulation of

SYSTEM INVESTIGATED

The AGC system investigated comprises of two
equal area reheat thermal system provided with
integral type supplementary controllers. The nominal
parameters of the system are given in the Appendix -
1. A step load perturbation of 1% of nominal
loading has been considered in area-I. A GRC = 3%/ min
is assumed in both the areas. Frequency bias setting

to area frequency responseB is chosen equal
characteristic g .

MATHEMATICAL MODEL

Fig. 1 shows the small perturbation transfer
function model of a two area reheat thermal system.
Single stage reheat turbines are considered in both
the areas. The input signal to the supplementary
controller in each area is assumed to remain constant
during the sampling period.

The dynamic model of the system in state space
form is obtained from transfer functions model in the
form

A X u + r (6)
Where

X T =

U T =

A, B and P are compatible matrices depending on system
parameters.

The control signal u.(t) for the i area
considering integral type supplementary controller is
given by:

u i ( t ) = " K-^/ACEM^tOdt (7)

The continuous-discerte time eqnivalent of eqn.(7) is:

«i±(t) (WT y •— K ^̂ _

for ki < t < ( k+1 >T

(8)

Where k
T

the number of the sampling instant.
sampling period

K_ = opting* integral gain setting for
the i area

It can be seen that the control signal varies
continuously during the sampling period. However, it
suffers a change In slope at the sampling instants.
Thus the input to the controller changes in discrete
steps while the output of the controller varies
continuously.

Fig.2 shows the flow chart for simmulating the
contiBrUOUs--discrete mode AGC problem.

Inorder to optimize the new integral controller
parameter* based oft modified area control error an 1SE
technique is used, the performance index J is taken as

CO

(17)

integration count
itegration step used in Kutta - Merson
technique for solving eqns,(6).
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ANALYSIS

Inorder to arrive at the most suitable
composition of modified area control error eqn (5)
that would maintain the constansy of frequency and
desired tie-power flow as well as zero steady state
time error and inadvertent interchange, various
alternatives for area control error for the integral
controllers as explained below were studied.

(a) Area control error as weighted sum of frequency
deviation and ir.advertent interchange, i.e.

ACEM.a = B . A F ^ ^ I ,

or ACEM. = B.AF.
ia 1 *-' 1 (10)

(b) Area control error as weighted sum of tie-power
deviation and t:Lme error, i.e.

ACEM.b

or ACEMib

Where w

h dt

/60

(c) Area control error as weighted sum of tie-power
deviation, frequency deviation and time error,i.e.

ACEM. = A P 4 . R A F + ~/' C
I C <

or ACEMic = i

Where c/c = <*.' /60

(d) Area control error as weighted sum of frequency
deviation, tie-power deviation and inadvertent
interchange i.e.,

ACEMid

or ACEM.d AP t i e i (13)

For the purpose of optimization of K. and oC for
each of the above four alternative structurs for area
controllers, suitable performance indices as given
under were used and mininised :

(a)

(c)

(d)

n=0
oo

n=0

oo

T.
n=0

ao

n=0

(14)

(15)

(16)

(17)

The optimum (*) values of K. and ffC for the
above four types of area control errors are given in
Table 1.

Table 1 : KT and oi for various alternative ACEs

Structure of area ^ ^
control error (i=l,Z) KT ' o<-

ACEM.
ACEM1

ACEMl
1

0.50
0.05
0.05
0.06

0.01
0.01
0.01
0.02

006

0.03

- 0
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I
1 -0.03
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<
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-0.09
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Fig.3a: Dynamic responses for ^Pi and /\f\ for
AGC strategy based on various alternative
area control errors
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Flg.3(a) and 3(b) show the dynamic responses for
&\ a n d t\ °f t n e system in the presence

Q08

of GRC=3%/min for a 1% step load peturbation in area-I
for the supplementary controller based on (a) ACEM
(b) ACEMfc, (c) ACEM. and (d) ACEMj.

Examining the dyanmic responses for frequency,
tie-power (Fig.3a), and time error and inadvertent
interchange (Fig.3b), it is clearly seen that;

(i) The frequency responses with the controllers
based on ACEa, ACEM and ACEM. are pratically the
same interms of peaR deviation and settling time.
However, the supplementary controller based on
ACEM, fails to maintain the scheduled frequency
as it settls to some finite steady state value.

(ii) The dynamic responses for 4P...jpi, with the
controllers based on ACEM, and ACEM are hardly
different from each other. The settling time for
the controller based on ACEM, is somewhat more
than that of ACEM, or ACEM . However, the
supplementary controller based on ACEM fails to
maintain the scheduled value of tie-power flow
and leads to a finite steady state error inAPt-e.

(iii) Maximum time error
controllers based on

accumulation with the
ACME , ACME and ACMd is

same. The controller based on ACEM regualtes the
steady state time error to zero, while the time
error settles to some finite steady state value
with the controllers based on ACEM and ACEM.,
but the magnitude of error is small. However, the
controller based on ACEM. provides highly
degraded dynamic respoonse for £,. Infact the
time error increases with the increase in time.

(iv) Inadvertent interchange accumulation (I,) are
regulated to zero . steady state value with
controller based on ACEM
accumulation in I
ACEM,

... Although maximum
with the controller based

the
controllers

ACEM and ACEM
steady state error

are practically the same,
in I, occurs with

based on ACEMfc and ACMEc>The
controller based on ACEM provides very poor
dynamic response for I, in terms of maximum error,
settling time and steady state error.

Table 2, below, summarises the performance of the
supplementary controllers based on (a) ACEM ,(b)ACEM, ,
(c) ACEMc and (d) ACEMd.

 a

Table 2 : Performance of AGC strategy based on several
area control errors.

Dyanmic

responses

Supplementary controller based on

ACEM ACEM, ACEMc ACEMd

' F

tFtiel

ok very poor
very poor ok

ok very poor
very poor poor

Ok
ok
best
poor

ok
ok
ok
best

From Table 2 it is seen that the supplementary
;ontroiler based on ACEM.,

ad

>rovides the overall best dynamic responses amongst
:he four types of alternative area control error, and
lence, the supplemtary controller based on area
;ontrol error ACEMid = kCm± = A P t i i + BiAFi + e^I

-s proposed for continuous-discrete mode Automatic
Generation Control which guarranties'the maintainance
)f scheduled system-frequency,, tie-power flow,
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regulates the steady stae value of inadvertent inter-
change accumulation to zero and also regulates the
time error accumulation to a reasonably small steady
state error.

It would be desirable to compare the performane
of the controller based on ACEM. to that the
controller based on (i) conventional area control
error (ACE) and based on (ii) new area control error
(ACEN).

The optimum
controller based

va;.ue of the K- (K. =0.012) for the
on conventional area control error
BJ\F4) consideirng GRC = 3%/min, is

obtained by minimizing the performance index;

2 , , .JZ

n=0
WPtlei(n) (18)

Jd =Z [
n=0

The .optimum parameters K, &o< for the controller
based on ACEN (ACEt^ := ACE± + p^jACE^t) are obtained
by minimizing the performance index ;

cO „ „
) + 22C(n)+0.26Ij(n)]iAT

(19)
Table 3 summarises the optimum parameters for the

supplementary controllers based on (i) ACE., (ii)
ACEN. (iii) ACEMi

 X

Table 3: K, and c- for controllers based on
alternative area control errors

Supplemtary controller ^ ft

based on KT o*-

CONCLUSIONS

New AGC strategy based on modified area control
error ACEM (weighted sum of frequency deviation,
tie-power deviation and inadvertent interchange) is
proposed, which provides the constancy of scheduled
frequency and tie-power flow as well as zero steady
state inadvertent interchange error and negligible:
steady stete time error. The controller based on nev;
area control error and the controller based on
modified area control error provide responses close to
one another, but for the practical purposes the latter
type of controllers should be preferred for their
comparatively easy realization and cheaper cost. It is
envisaged that the new controller based on modified
area control error shall appeal to the utilities for
practical application.
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APPENDIX - I

The nominal system parameters are :

ACE.
ACESI.
ACEM1

0.012
0.065
0.060

0.008
0.020

The dynamic responses of the system in the
presence of GRC=3^/min for a 1% step load
perturbation in area-I are shown in Fig.4(a) and 4(b)
for controller based on conventional ACE, controller
based on new area control error and controller based
on modified area control error.

Examining the dynamic responses ofAF ,

I ( F i 4 ( ) d 4(b)) h f l land I, (Fig.4(a) and 4(b)), the following can be
observed.

i) Dynamic responses for ^ F , for the controller
based on ACEM,or ACE or ACEN are same interms of
peak deviation & settling time.

ii) Tie-power flow response for the controller based
on ACEM is better than the corresponding
responses based on ACE and ACEN in terms of
setting time.

iii) The dynamic responses for G, and I, (Fig.4(b))
for the controllers based on modified area
control error and new area control error are
close to one another and are much superior to the
corresponding responses for the controller based
on cofflventional area control error (ACE) which
fails to . achieve zero study state error in time
error accumulation and inadvertent interchange.

It may be clearly inferred that the
controller based on modified area control error should
be preferred to the controller based on new area
control erro, since the former controller is easy to
realize and cheaper in cost.
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= 60
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HZ ,
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= 0.3 sec.,
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8.33 X 10"3 puMW/HZ,

Ptiemax = 2 0° ^ !'
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NOMENCLATURE

h m

\2

Tr2

B2 =

308

5sec

= 0.

= 10

P-

08 siac

.0 set

AF
AP .

AP?1
Dx

T .
T r i

T
ti

I
l

ACE.
JB. x
T1

nominal system frequency
subscript referring to area i (i = 1,2)
incremental changes in tie-line power
incremental frequency deviation
incremental generation change
incremental governor valve position change
incremental load change
inertia constant
high pressure turbine power fraction
load frequency constant
(Kpi = 1/Di ,. Tpi = 2Hi/fDi)
reheat time constant
synchronising coefficient
speed governor time constant
steam chest time' constant
(control valve to HP exhaust)

rated area power ( a ^ = " ^ri^r?^
Speed regulation parameter for the
governor of area i

frequency bias constant
integral gain of the supplementary controller

area control error
area frequency response characteristic
sampling period
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